Walking Directions to iUX Academy

Directions to the iUX Academy from the Student Union at UCF
11 minutes (0.6 mile)

1. Head southwest toward Pegasus Circle towards the College of Business Administration
2. Turn left onto Pegasus Circle after 213 feet
3. Turn right onto Pegasus Drive walking toward the Reflection Pond
4. Turn left toward Mercury Circle
5. Continue onto Mercury Circle for 314 feet
6. Turn left toward Andromeda Loop North passing the Libra housing complex
7. Turn right toward Andromeda Loop North
8. Turn left onto Andromeda Loop North heading toward Parking Garage B
9. Turn right to stay on Andromeda Loop North heading toward Gemini Blvd South
10. Turn left onto Scholarship Drive
11. Turn right to stay on Scholarship Drive
12. Turn left to stay on Scholarship drive, the destination will be on the right